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The average person is aware that the vaccine mandates in NSW schools are a huge factor in the 
shortage of teachers. Statistics have shown that the higher educated person (more than a BA) is 
more likely to think for themselves regarding mandates and not let the TV tell them what to think. 
AND interestingly enough many of the 'uneducated' (left school early) and native peoples are very 
suspicious of governmental regulations. I do believe schools create subservient compliant folk. 
The excluded unvaccinated teachers are free thinking not dangerous because they are unvaccinated 
but because they are free thinkers! Dear oh dear they might encourage students to question the 
powers that be! Power will be compromised. 
Now they are distracting the ordinary folk with woke rubbish, and creating a war so emergency 
powers can be put in place. So civil proceedings are halted or swept under the carpet e.g. NYT’s 
ongoing lawsuit with Project Veritas and the work Attorney Thomas Renz is doing.. 
The average person is still in full or partial lockdown - forced or chosen because they are scared 
and they, for the majority, only watch main stream media. If they are thinking differently to what 
is news and opinion in that media - they think they are the minority and clam up, because they are 
not meeting enough people themselves to find out that many many others think as they do!! 
That is the purpose of divide and rule! 
The media pushes an agenda which is not what the majority thinks. But they can manipulate or 
pull statistics out the air for all we know to 'prove' their followers think such and such. They do 
not present facts, only push the same narrative down our necks over and over - WAKE UP 
PEOPLE - repetition is a brainwashing technique that was used by Nazi Germany. 
We have to analyze what is happening for ourselves, study the history of coercion. Don't let the 
big mega-rich boys tell you what to think. Use your God given grey matter. Be a detective. Talk to 
and support like minded people. Use repetition (it obviously works!) to bomb-bard those who are 
on the fence, convince them through logic, examples, and show them the videos of doctors, nurses 
and whistleblowers who going out on a limb, losing their jobs, family and friends. 
Steve Kirsch OFFERED $USMILLION TO ANY OFFICIAL TO TELL THE TRUTH!!! No-
one took him up. THEN HE SAID OK WHAT DO YOU WANT? No takers. 
WHAT DOES THAT TELL YOU??? 
Take care of each other, folks. 
We are fighting a war but it is not against Russia. 


